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PREFACE 

THIS treatise on .. the quantitative and institutional approach to 
social and industrial problems" is addressed to all students of 
e~onomics JlDd political science who find theories unsatisfactory 
without the test of fact; and to all students of statistics who find 
figures or mathematical technique barren without application to 
life. These students may be just general readers pursuing their 
interests for interest's sake; ibey may be learners and apprentices 
in research wanting additional training in theory and technique; 
or they may already be specialists or teachers who find the survey 
and solution of social questions impossible without recourse to 
statistical exposition. 

In appealing to such a wide audience two courses were open. 
The more congenial plan was ,to assume optimistically that those 
interested in statistics were also familiat with economic and political 
theory, and that those interested in economiCli and politics were 
also familiar with statistical technique, and to confine myself, 
accordingly, to working out the possibilities of co-operation between 
theory and technique. This plan has in fact been followed in de
voting a special part of the bOok, entitled Statistical Fieldwork, to 
a systematic and somewhat original statement in general terms of 
the principles and methods of applied statistie&. • 

But experience in teaching advanced students, and in reviewing 
works of those in later life, has shown me the necessity of facing the 
fact that statistical technique and ecoqomic ad political theory 
have traditionally been taught apart. I have, therefore" taken 
little allied knowledge, either mathematical, economic Ol' political 
for granted, and have left no technical term or method, no theoretical 
conception or law ~explained or uniIIustrated. 

Such a comprehensive policy. I am well aware, I'1JDS two pr0-
verbial dangeIs: that tlf teaching grandmothera to sv.c:k eggs. and 
that of breaking the camel's hack. 

To save the grandmothers I have separated into Parts n. ru 
and rv. respectively, the methods of statistical measurement; the 
principles to be followed and fallacies to be avoided in applying 
these measures to economic and political tields; and the resultant 
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construction of a statistical economics and politics. Grandmothers 
at home in statistical measurement may thus, if they choose, con
centrate upon economic and political applications; and grand
mothers at home in economic or political theories may devote 
themselves to the statistical groundwork. Moreover, in teaching 
the methods of statistical measurement-the egg most often 
sucked-I have not attempted to go beyond the minimum require
ments. I am concerned that the economist and political student 
shall not miss the wood for the trees, and I make no attempt to 
compete with (and indeed constantly cite) the many excellent 
textbooks detailing the mathematical theory of statistics that hat.e 
recently appeared in England and America. 

On the camel's behalf, I have tried to lighten load by illustrating 
the methods of statistical measurement with instances relevant to 
the economic and political theory discussed later; and to shorten 
time by ample cross-referencing. -This treatise may, in fact, be used 
as an introductory manual of realistic economics, administrative 
science and comparative politics. All the various subjects that are 
statistically approached are indexed not only in the usual alpha
betical order, but also systematically in order of logical develop
ment. And all the more elementary statistical terms and methods 
used are brought together for brief definition and illustration in a 
'Statistical glossary.l 

Apart from developing methods of fieldwork and attempting to 
present within the covers of one book a balanced synthesis of field
work, statistical measurement, and realistic applications, this 
treatise attempts to break new ground in the direction indicated by 
the Economics and Political Science of its title. The" and" is not 
a mere additive symbol. It refers to the conception, set forth in 
Chapters III and IV, of an organic relationship between the two 
sciences, that involves functional analysis, institutional interpreta
tion, and a more workmanIike approach to questions of organi£ation 
such as division of labour and the control of industry. Humble 
students of business administration and industrial or commercial 
organization, will be agreeably surprised to discover the terms upon 
which their subject is admitted into the inf;j!nate circle of the 
orthodox social sciences. 

It is with the utmost gratitude that I record the generous c0-

operation of old colleagues at Cambridge. Early chapters were 
read and criticized most helpfully by the late Mr. Frederick Laving
ton and the late Mrs. Dorothea Braithwaite: by Mr. Maurice Dobb, 
Mr. G. F. Shove, and Mr. R. B. Braithwaite; and the final manu
script most thoroughly overhauled by Mr. J. L. Cohen, Mr. Austin 
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Robinson and Mrs. Joan Robinson. What good friends could do, 
they did; they are not responsible for my many conscious, and 
perhaps unconscious, heresies. I also owe a special debt of gratitude. 
to Miss Portia Holman for her aid in systematizing text, tables, I

and glossary. And at many a moment of crisis my wife has 
stepped in to lend a hand, typing, preparing manuscript for the 
printers, correcting punctuation, yea, and even spelling. 

P. SARGANT FLORENCE. 
THE UNIVERSITY, 

• BIRMINGBAM. 

1 The table of CONTENTS. also, outlines the r-iument of each chapter 
•• ctiOD and ,tldi __ lIN t>"P ....... ...,. ti- ...,;.J\o is '" ,.. "",tid. 
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Philosophical Studies. By G. E. Moore, LiIt.D., Professor 
of Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, author of 
, Principia Ethica: editor of ' Mind'. 155. net. 

I Students of philosophy will welcome the publication of this volume. It is 
full of interest and stimulus. even to those whom it fails to convince.·
OxjOYd Magazine. • A valuable contribution to philosophy,'-Sputalor. 

The Misuse of Mind: a Study of Bergson's Attack on Intel-
lectualism. By Karin Stephen. Preface by Henri Bergson. 
65. 6d. net. . 

· This is a book about Bergson, but it is not one of the ordinary popular 
expositions. It is very short; but it is one of those books the quality of 
which is in inverse ratio to its quantity. for it focusses our attention on one 
single problem and succeeds in bringing it out with masterly clearness.·
Times Lilef'a,." Supplement. 

Conflict and Dream. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D., LiIt.D., 
F.R.s. Preface by Professor G. Elliot Smith. 125. 6d. net. 

• Rivers had that kind of commanding vigour that is one of the marks of 
. genius. Nothing could be more fascinating than to watch bim separating 

the gold from the alloy in Freud's theory of dreams. His book is as different 
from the usual Freudian book on the same subject as is a book of astronomy 
from a book of astrology.'-Daily N,ws. 

PsychologY' and Politics, and Other Essays. By W. H. R. 
Rivers, F.R.S. Preface by Professor G. Elliot Smith. Apprecia
tion by C. S. Myers, F.R.S. I2S. 6d. net. 

• In all the essays in this volume one feels the scientific mind, the mind 
that puts truth first. Each of the essays is interesting and valuable.'
N.w Leader. • This volume is a fine memorial of a solid and cautious 
scientific worker/-Havelock Ellis. in Nalicm. 

Medicine, Magic, and Religion. By W. H. R. Rivers, F.R.s. 
Preface by Professor G. Elliot Smith. Second edition, lOS. 6d. 
net. 

t This volume is a document of first~rate importance, and it will remain as 
a worthy monument to its distinguished author.'-Ti..us Lilnary Supp/4-
men'- . Always. as we read, we feel we are in close contact with a mind 
that is really thinking.' -N ali .... 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. By Ludfllig Willgenstein. 
Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S. lOS. 6d. net. 

• This is a most important book containing original ideas on a large range 
of topics. forming a coherent system wbich is of extraordinary interest and 
deserves the attention of aU philosophers.'-MifUl. • Quite as exciting as 
we had been led to suppose it to be.'-NftII SltWsma". 

The Measurement of Emotion. By W. Whately Smith, M.A. 
Foreword by William Bruum, M.D., D.5e. lOS. 6d. net. 

• It should prove of great value to anyone interested in psychology and 
familiar with CUITent theories: while the precision of the author'. metboda 
forms an object lesson in psychological reaearch.'-DisCOflny. 
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Scientific Thought. By C. D. B,oad,Litt.D., Lecturer in Philoso-
phy at Trinity College, Cambridge. Second edition, 16s. net. 

• This closely-reasoned and particularly lucid book is certain to take a chief 
place in the discussions of the nature and import of the new concepts of . 
the physical universe. The book is weigh~ with matter and marks an 
intellectual achievement of the highest order. -Tim's LiurarySuH'mt6fU, 

Psychological Types. By C. G. Jung. Translated with a 
Foreword by H.o Godwin Baynes, M.B. Third edition, 25s. net. 

t Among the psychologists who have something of value to tell us Dr. Jung 
holds a very higb place. He is both sensitive and acute i and so, like a 
great writer, he convinces us that he is Dot inadequate to the immense 
complexity and subtlety of his material. We are conscious throughout of 
a lensitiveness. a wide range of understanding. a fa,ir..mindedness. which 
give us a real respect for the author.'-T'mIS LilntJry Sul>PlMn4tt#. 

Character and the Unconscious: a Critical Exposition of the 
Psychology of Freud and Jung. By J. H. flan tkr Hoop. 
lOS. 6d. net. . 

· His book is an admirable attempt to reconcile the theories of Jung and 
Freud. He shows that the positiODS taken up by those two psychologists 

::;:::l1a:~~:!~i ~ ~u~f:=:~n ~fsh~.!~ef~c:~~=n~~ 
treatment of both theories is clear and sympathetic:-N ... ~. 

The Meaning of Meaning: a Study of the Influence of lan· 
guage upon Thought. By C. K. Ogden and 1. A. Richa,ds. 
Supplementary Essays by Pro/ISsar B. Mali_ski and F. G. 
C,oo~nk, M.D., Third edition, 12S. 6d. net. 

• The authors attack the problem from a more fundamental point of view 
than that from. which others have dealt with it. The importance of their 
work is obvious. I·t is a book for educationists, ethnologists. grammarians. 
logicians. and. above an. psychologists. The book ia written with admirable 
clarity and a atroog ...... of humour:-N ... S,.--. . . 
Scientific Method. By A. D. Rilchu, Fellow of Trinity College, 

Cambridge. lOS. 6d. net; 
, The fresh and bright style of Mr. Ritchie', volume, not without a salt of 
humour. makes it an interesting and pleasant book for the general readOl". 
Taken as a wbole it is able,. comprehensive,. and right in its main argument. • 
-8rm., M04w..1 Jo-. . His brilliant book:-Daily N ...... 

The Psychology of Reasoning. By Eug"'"o RipatIo, Pr0-
fessor of Philosophy in the University of Milan. 14S. net. 

~ ~~7':: :a~:!!~::~~.:.ti~,::::m~~::: 
it out in a very convincing mannor:-Ti_ LiIoNry s~. 

Chance, Love and Lollic: Philosophical Essays. By CltllFles 
S. PIIirc4. Edited ~th an Introduction by Morris R. CoMo. 
Supplementary Essay by Jolo. D .. .y. laS. 6d. net • 

.!~~.imli~!:=~~~~~e~~~= 
'It is heft! that one sees whatabrilliant mind he bad and how independently 
he could thiu.'-NfIIiotI. 
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The Nature of La~ghter. By J. C. Gregory. 105. 6d. net. 
• .Mr. Gregory, in this fresh and stimulating study, joins issue with all his 
predecessors. In our judgment be has made a distinct advance in the study 
:~!~~:;.;._J!'~ale;jE~:C:i=t. humour, and comedy. are most dis-

The Philosophy of Music. By William Pole, F.R.s., Mus. Doc. 
Edited with an Introduction by Professor E. J. Dent and a 
Supplementary Essay by Dr. Hamilton Hartridge. lOS. 6d. net. 

• This is an excellent book and its re-issue should be welcomed by all who 
ta;ke more thaD a superficial interest in music. Dr. Pole possessed not onJya 
WIde knowledge of these matters, but also an attractive style, and this 
com~ination has enabled him to set lorth clearly and sufficiently completely 
to gIve the general reader a fair all~round grasp of his subject.'....:..DisCOfJHY. 

Individual Psychology. By Alfred Adler. Second edition, 
185. net. 

• He makes a valuable contribution to psychology. His thesis is extremely 
simple and 'COmprehensive: mental phenomena when correctly understood 
may be regarded as leading up to an end which consists in establishing the 
subject's superiority.'-DiscOflery. 

The Philosophy of ' As If'. By Hans Vaihinger. 255. net. 
• The most important contribution to philosophical literature in a quarter 
of a century. Briefly, Vaihinger amasses evidence to prove that we can 
arrive at theories which work pretty well by" cOll9Ciously false assump
tions". We know that these fictions in DO way reftect reality, but we treat 
them tIS if they did. Among such fictions are: the average man, freedom., 
God, empty space, matter, the atom, infinity:' -Speclakw. 

Speculations: Essays on Humanism and the Philosopby of Art. 
By T. E. Hulme •. Edited by Herbert Read. Frontispiece and· 
Foreword by Jacob Epstein. lOS. 6d. net. 

t With' its peculiar merits, this book, is most unlikely to meet with the 
slightest comprehension from the usual reviewer. Hulme was known 88 a 
brilliant talker, a brilliant amateur of metaphysics; and the author of two 
or three of the most beautiful short poem.'I in the language. In this volume 
he appears as the forerunner of a new attitude 01 miDd.' -Cril#ri.tnJ. 

The Nature of Intelligence. By L. L. Thurstone, Professor 
of Psy(:hology in the University of Chicago. lOS. 6d. net. 

• Prof. Thurstone distinguishes three views of the nature of intelligence. 
the Academic. the Psycho-analytic, the Behaviourist. Against these 
views. he expounds his thesis that consciousness is unfinished action. Hia 
book is of the first importance. All who make use of mental tests will do 
weU to come to terms with his theory.' -Ti"... LiJtw<>ry supp_. 
Telepathy and Clairvoyance. By Rudolf Tischner. Preface 

by E. J. Din,,"fllall. With 20 illustrations, lOS. 6d. net. 
I Such investigations may now expect to receive the grave attentiOD of 
modem readers. They will find the material here collected ol great value 
and interest. The chief interest of the book lies in the experiments it 
records, and we think that these will persuade any reader &ee from violent 
prepossessions that t!te pres:ent s~~ .of the e~den~ necessitates at least 
aD opeD mind regarding th .... pOllSlbility.'-T ...... L.lnory Suppinluwl. 
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The Growth of the Mind: an Introduction to Child Psychology. 
By K. Koffka, Professor in the University of Giessen. Fifth 
edition, revised and reset, ISS. net . 

• His book is extremely interesting. and it is to be hoped that it will be 
widely read.'-Ti ...... Li"',ary S .. pp,."....,. Leonard Woolf, reviewing this 
book and the following one in the N atiOtl. writes: • Every serious student 
of psychology ought to read it [Tn. .lip .. ), and he should supplement it by 
reading TIN Growl. of 1M Mi"tl. for Professor ~offka joins up the results of 
KOhler'. observations with the results of the study of child-psychology.' 

. The Mentality of Apes. By P,o!ess(W W. Koehlet', of Berlin 
University, Third edition, with 28 illustrations, lOS. 6d. net. 

, May fairly be said to mark a turning-point in the history of psychology. 
The book is both in substance and form an altogether admirable piece of 
work. It i. of absorbing interest to the psychologist, and hardly less to the 
layman. His work win always be regarded as a classic in its kind and a 
model for future studies.' -Ti""'; Lmrary s .. pplomMlJ. 

The Psychology of Religious Mysticism. By P,ofes~(W J ,,-
H. L""ba, Second edition, ISS. net. . 

, Based upon solid research.'-Ti ..... Li"',ary S .. pp,."....,. • The book is 
fascinating and stimulating even to those who do not agree with it. and it 
II scholarly lUI well as acientific!-Rm,.,. of RninJs. • The most success
luI attem~t in. the English 1auguage to penetrate to the heart of 
mysticism. -N.", Yor~ Nalion. . 

The Psyc:hology of a Musical Prodigy. By G. Reuesz, Director 
of the Psychofogical Laboratory, AmSterdam. lOS. 6d, net. 

I Fo~ the first time we have a scientific report on the development of a 

::~ or:J~I=<!:. !:~~t:r~::~Dsa~~~lm:;~O: 
c=sewillm:ubI~T~=L~S:H'=S' nobody who reads tbis 

Principles of Literary Criticism. By I. A .. RicNmls, Fellow of 
Magdalene College, Cambridge, and Professor of English at 
Peking University. Fourth edition, lOS. 6d. net. 

, An' important contribution to tho rehabilitation of Englisb criticism
perhaps because of its sustained scientific nature,. the most important 
contribution}'<lt made. Mr. Richards bellins with an account of the present 
chaoa of critical theories and follows with au. analysis of the fallacy iu. 
modem aesthotics.·-CrVnioR.. 

The Metaphysical·Foundations of Modern Science. By 
ProflSStW Ed ..... A. B"rtt. 145. net. 

• This book deols with a profoundly interesting subject. Thecritical porticm 
is admirable.'-Bortnt.nd Rnssel~ in NaliOtl. • A history of the origin and 
development of what·...... until recently. the metapbysic generally_ 
ci.~ with the scientific outlook. . . . quite admirably done.°-
Ti-s L.......,. S-PPI-'. . 

The Psychology of Time. By Mary SINrl. M.A.. .750 6d. net . 
• An interesting book. lyj>icaI of the """'" of the }'OWI8"l" psychologists of 
_ .. y. The clear, COIlClse style 01 writing adds greatly to the pleas_ 
of tho reader.'-J_ of E-"". 
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Physique and Ch~racter. By E. Kretscj",ur, Professor in the 
University of Marburg. With 31 plates, ISS. net. 

• His contributions to psychiatry are practically unknown in tbis country. 
and we therefore welcome a translation of his notable work. The problem 
considered is the relation between human form and human nature. 
Such researches must be regarded as of fundamental importance. We 
thoroughly recommend this volume.'-Brilish Medical Journal. 

The Psychology of Emotion: Morbid and Normal. By 
John T. MacCurdy, M.D. 255. net. 

• There are two reasons in particular for welcoming this book. First, it is 
by a psychiatrist who takes general psychology seriously. Secondly. the 
author presents his evidence as well as his conclusions. This is distinctly 
a book which should be read by all interested in psychology. It." subject 
is important and the treatment interesting.'-Manchester Guardia,., 

Problems of Personality: Essays in honour of Marlon Prince. 
Edited by A. A. Roback, Ph.D. Second edition, 185. net. 

• Here we have collected together samples of the work of a great many of 
the leading thinkers on the subjects which may be expected to throw light 
on the problem of Personality. Some such survey is always a tremendous 
belp in the study of any subject. Taken all together. the book is full of 
interest.'-New Statesman. 

The Mind and its Place in Nature. By C. D. BMad, LiIt.D., 
Lecturer in Philosophy at Trinity College, Cambridge. Second 
impression. 165. net. 

· Quite the best book that Dr. Broad has yet given us, and one of the most 
important contributions to philosophy made in recent times.'-Tsmu 
Literary SupplemeJU. . Full of accurate thought and useful distinctions 
and on this ground it deserves to be read by all serious students.' -Bertrand 
Russell, in N ali01l. 

Colour-Blindness_ By Mary CoUins, M.A., Ph.D. Introduc-
tion by Dr. James Drovet'. With a coloured plate, 125. 6d. net. 

• Her book is worthy of high praise as a painstaking. honest, well·written 
endeavour, based upon extensive reading and close original investigation. 
to deal with colour-vision, mainly from the point of view of the psychologist. 
We believe that the book will commend itself to everyone interested in 
the subject:-Ti ..... L;u.ary Suppu......l. 

The History of Materialism. By F. A. Lance. New edition in 
one volume, with an Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S. 
155. net. 

• An immense and valuable work.'-SpedakJr. • A monumental work of 
the highest va.ue to all who wish to know what has been said by advocates 
of Materialism, and why philosophers have in the main remained uncoo
vinced.'-From the Int,odudiOfJ. 

Psyche: the Cult of Souls and the Belief in Immortality among 
the Greeks. By Erwin Rohde. 255. net. 

· The production of an admirably exact and unusually readable translation 
of Rohde's great book is an event on which all concerned are to be con· 
gratulated. It is in the truest sense a classic, to which all future scholars 
must tum if they would learn how to see the inward significance of primitive 
cults.'-Daily News. 
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Educational Ps~chology. By Chtwles Fo", Lecturer on 
Education in the University of Cambridge. Third edition, 
lOS. 6d. net. 

• A worthy addition to a seri .. of outstanding merit: -L .... ..,. 'Certainly 
one of tho best books of its kind:-Obs...... 'An extremely able book, 
not only useful, but original.' - J o"mol of £dIl&tUiON. 

Emotion and Insanity. By S. Thalbilzer, Chiet of the Medical 
Staff, Copenhagen ASylum, Preface by Professor H. HDffding. 
7S. 6d. net. 

• Whatevel: the view taken of this fascinating explanation. there is ODe plea. 

:''=h ~:~l:~~i!':~!" .:,~~~:!trO:::':~~ff~~!~~~!,::un;:~ 
the nature of normal mental processes.' -N aIM .... 

Personality. By R. G. Gordon, M.D., D.Se. Second impres-
sion. lOS. 6d. net. 

• The book is, in short, a very useful critical discussion of the most important 
modern work bearing on the mind~body problem, the whole knit together 
by a philosophy at least as promising as any of those now current.'-TimH' 
Lu..a", S"pp","". 'A significant contribution to the study of 
porsonality:-British Mflficol J ...... ol. . 

Biological Memory:. By E"C",io Ripano, Professor .of 
Philosophy in the University of Milan. lOS. 6d. net. 

• Professor Rignano's book may prove to have an important bearing on the 
whole mechanist-vitalist controversy. He has endeavoured to give meaning 
to the special property of otlivingness." The author works Qut his theory 
with great vigour and ingenuity. and the book deserves the earnest atten~ 
tion of students of biology:-Sp.ctGlor. 

Comparative Philosophy •. By Paul M4SS01I-ONrsel. Intr&-
duction by F. G. CJ'O()ksltaflk, M.D., F .R.C.P. lOS. 6d. net. 

• He is an authority on Indian and Chinese philosopby, and in this book 
be develops the idea that philosophy should be studied as a series of natu~ 
events by means of 8. comparison of its development in various countries 
and environmonts.'-Tu.... Lim_", S~. 

The Language and Thought of the Child. By Jea .. Piog6l, 
Professor at the University of Geneva. Preface by Professor 
E. ClaparitU. lOS. 6d. net. 

• A very intonlsting book. Everyone in_ in psychology. education, 
or tho art of thought should read it. Tho ..... Its ant surprising. but perhaps 

~~"!."!.~i.i~t~o~k~=~Y little ..... previously known 

Crime and Custom in Savage Society. By B. Mali_ski, 
Professor of Anthropology in the University of London. 
With 6 plates, Ss. net. 

'A book of ~t intonlst to any intelligent read ... .'-S-.." Tu..... 
, This stimulating esoay on primitive jurisprudonce. '-N.,..,... 'In bringing 
out the fact that tact, adaptability, and intelli8ent self-interest ..... not 
conlined to the civiliaed races. tho author of this interestiDg study has 
..... dosed a useful oorvice to the humanioiJlC of tha scioGce of man.'-N_ -.-. 
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Psychology and Ethnology. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D., LiU.D., 
F.R.s. Preface by G. EUiot Smith, F.R.s. 15S. net. 

• This notice in no way exhausts the treasures that. are to be found in tbil'l 
volume. which really requires long-and detailed study. We congratulate 
the editor on producing it. It is a worthy monument to a great man.'
Saturday Review. • EverythinF he has written concerning anthropology is 
of interest to serious students. -Tim's LiteYewy Supplement. 

TheoretiC!lI Biology. By J. von Ue%kiiU. 18s. net. 
I It is not easy to give a critical account of this important book. Partly 
because of its ambitious scope, that of re-setting biological formulations 
in a new synthesis. partly because there is an abundant use of new terms. 
Thirdly. the autbor~s arguments are so radically important that they cannot 
justly be dealt with in brief compass. No ODe can read the book without 
feeling the thrill of an unusually acute mind: - J. Arthur Thomson. in 
jOKmal of Philosophical Studi.s. . 

Thought and the Brain. By Henri Pieron, Professor at the 
College de France. 125. 6d. net. 

• A very valuable summary of recent investigations into the structure and 
working of the nervous system. He is prodigal of facts. but sparing of 
theories. His book can be warmly recommended as giving the reader a 
vivid idea of the intricacy and subtlety of the mechanism by which the 
human animal co-ordinates its impresSIons of the outside world.'-Ti1UF 
Lilerary Supple"""'. 

Sex and Repression in Savage Society. By B. MaliM/IJski, 
Professor of Anthropology in the University of London. 
105. 6d. net. 

• This work is a most important contribution to· anthropology and 
psychology. and it will be long before our text-books are brought up tD the 
standard which is henceforth indispensable.' -SaJu,day Review. 

Social Life in the Animal World. By F. Alverdes, Professor 
of Zoology in the University of Marburg. lOS. 6d. net. 

• Most interesting and useful. He has collected a wealth of evidence on group 
psycbology,'-M41tCMsm Guardia.. • Can legitimately be compared with 
KOhler"s Mentality oj Apes.'-NaliOfJ. • We have learnt a great deal from 
his lucid analysis of the springs of animal behaviour.'-SCllvrday RwiftD, 

The Psychology of Character. By. A. A. Roback, Ph.D. 
Third edition, 2IS. net. 

• He gives a most complete and admirable historical survey of the study Of 
character, with an account of aU the methods of approach and achools of 
thought.. Its comprehensiveness is little short of a miracle: but Dr. 
Roback writes clearly and well; his book is asmteresting as it iserumte.'
N6fIJ SIlJIumafl. 

The Social Basis of Consciousness. By Trigaflt BurrUII, 
M.D., Ph.D. 125. 6d. net. 

, A most important book. He is not merely revolting against the schema
!ism of Freud and his pupils. He brings something of very great hope for 
the solution of human incompatibilities. Psycho-analysis already atta.cka 
problems of culture, religion, politics. But Dr. Burrow's book IeeJIlI to 
promise a wider outlook upon our common life.'-NftII SIIJUmuM. 
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The EfFects ofMusio.- Edited by MuSchoen:: xss. net. 
I The results of such studies as- this cOnfirm the Observations of experience. 
and enable us to hold with much greater confidence views about such things 
&8 the durability of good music compared with bad.'-Ti"..s LiUrary 
S""plmtm4. • The facts marshalled are of interest to all music-Ioven . .,a.d 
particularly 80 to musicians. '-Musical Mirror. 

The Analysis of Matter. By B_and Russell. F.R.S. axs. 
net. 

• Of the fint importance not only for pbilooophen and physicists but fo< 
the ,""en! reeder too. The first of its three parts supplies a statement 
and Interpretation of the doctrine of relativity and of the quantum theonr. 
done with his habitual uncanny lucidity (and humour). as is indeed the 
.... t of the book.'-Mtlll&Mslor G_dio1o. • His present brilliant book is 
candid and stimulating and, for both its subject and its treatment; one of 
the best that Mr. Russell has giveo us.·-Ti .... Likrtuy 5,,#1_. 

Political Pluralism:'a Study in Modem Political Theory. By 
K. C. Hsiao. lOS. 6d. net. 

• He deals wilb the Whole of the literature. coosid":" -Gierke. Dn~t. 
. Krahbe. Cole, the Wehbs. and Laski. and -reviews the relation of pluralistic 
thou~bt to representative government, philosophy. law. and international 
relations. There iSDO doubt that be bas a grasp of his Bubjectand breadth 
of view.'-YorAs.\in Pod. • This is a very interestiDa: book/-MitMi. 

By R. G. GortlOft. M.D .• D.Se .• The Neurotio Personality. 
F.R.C.P.EIl. lOS. 6d. net. 

• Such knowledp as we have on the subject: coupled with well-founded 
opeculation and presented with clarity and judgment. is oHered to the 
reader in this interesting book.'-n .... Lilortuy 5,,~. • A moot 
exceUent bonk. in which he pleads strongly for a rational viewpoint towards 
the psychoneuroeee.·--N"'..... -' 

Problems in Psych0p.athology. By T. W. Mildlell. M.D. 
95. net. 

• A masterly and _ed ou_ary of Freud's contribution to psychology. 
He writea temperately on a contxovenial suhject.·-Bi .... iIog_ Pod. 
• When Dr. Mitchell writes anythms .... expect a brilliant effort, and .... are 
Dot disappointed in this series of lectunss.'--N.".,... 

Religio~s Conversion. By Sa"" tU SatICIis. Professor of 
Psychology in the University of Rome. X2S. 6d. net. 

• He writes purely as a psychologist, excluding all religious and metaphysical 
assumptions. This hems clearly undentood, his astonisbiDgly well
documented book will be found of _t value-alike by_those who do, and 
those who do BOt" share b.ia view of the psychic factors at work iDconvenlOG.· 
DtIily N .... 

Judgment and Reasoning in the Child. By J- Pi4c-. 
Professor at the University of Citlneva. los. 6d. net. 

• His Dew book: is further evidence of his cautious and iDt:erestiDg' work, 
W. recommend it to every student of child mentality.'-S"""",. • A 
minute investiption nf the mental processeenfearlychildbood. Dr. ~ 

=.:;:: .:.::n~:":"toimW-"Ti=" bis~,,=,,:,. makes 
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Dialectic. By Mortimer J. Adler, Lecturer in' Psychology, 
Columhia University. lOS. 6d. net. 

· It concerns itself with an analysis of the logical process involved in 
:ndinary conversation when a conflict of opinion arises. This enquiry into 
the essential implications of everyday discussion is of keen interest.'
Birmingham Post. 

Possibility. By Scott Buchanan. lOS. 6d. net. 
• This is an essay in philosophy, remarkably well written and attractive. 
Various sorts of possibility. scientific, imaginative. and" absolute" are 
distinguished. In the course of arriving at his conclusion the author makes 
many challenging statements which produce a book that many will find 
well worth reacling:-Brilish Journal 01 Psychology. 

The Technique of Controversy. By Boris B. Bogosloosky. 
I2S. 6d. net. 

• We can only say that, in comparison with the orthodox treatise on logic. 
this book makes really profitable and even fascinating reading. It is 
fresh and stimulating, and is in every respect worthy of a place in the 
important series to which it belongs.' - ] ou".al of Education. 

The Symbolic Process, and its Integration in Children. By 
John F. Markey, Ph.D. lOS. 6d. net. 

e He has collected an interesting series of statistics on such points as the 
composition of the childish vocabulary at various ages, the prevalence of 
personal pronouns, and so on. His merit is that he insists throughout 
on the social character of the U symbolic process"" -Times Lite,a", 
Supplement. 

The Social Insects: their Origin and Evolution. By WiUUim 
Morton Wheeler, Professorof Entomology at Harvard University. 
With 48 plates, 2IS. net. 

• We have read no book [on the subject] which is up to the standard of 
excellence achieved here.'-Field. • The whole book is so crowded with 
biological facts, satisfying deductions. and philosophic comparisons that 
it commands attention, and an excellent index renders it a valuable book 
of reference.' -M anchulM Gua,dian. 

How Animals Find Their Way About. By E. Rabaud, Pro
fessor of E"'-perimental Biology in the University of Paris. 
With diagrams, 7s. 6d. net. 

• A cbarming essay on one of the most interesting problems in animal 
psychology:-Joumal 01 Philosophieal SINdi... • No biologist or psychol
ogist can afford to ignore the critically examined experiments which he 
describes in this book. It is an honest attempt to explain mysteries, and 
as such bas great value,' -M ,"U:MsUr Gutlf'aj,JtJ, 

Plato's Theory of Ethics: a Study of the Moral Criterion and 
the Highest Good. By Professor R. C. Lodge. 2I9. net. 

• A long and systematic treatise covering practically the whole range of 
Plato's philosophical thought, which yet owes little to linguistic exeg~, 
constitutes a remarkable achievement, It would be difficult to concetve 
of a work Which, within the same compass, would demonstrate more clearly 
that there is an organic whole justly known as Platonism whicb is internally 
coherent and eternally va.luable,'-Tirus Lil#ary Supplerrwnl. 
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Contributions to Analytical Psychology. By C. G. Jung. 
D,. Md., Zurich, author of • Psychological Types'. Translated 
by ll. G. and Cary F. Baynes. 18s. net. 

~ Taken as a whole, the book is extremely imt0rtant and will further 

~;:~~":!:I~cr:tP~~~:e: ~ ,;=~:::~e¥:~~~r;::g~t#=!~e 
An Historical Introduction to Modern Psychology. By 

G",dner Murphy, Ph.D. Third Edition, 2IS. net. . 
• That Do. Murphy should have b .. n able to handle this mass of material 
in an easy and attractive way is a considerable achievement. He has read 
widely and accurately. but his erudition is no burden to him. His 
sU~mari08 are always lively and acut8.'-Timu LilMa", SUPi'lmmtI. 

Emotions of Normal People. By WiUUzm Moulton Ma,ston, 
Lecturer in Psychology in Columbia University. ISs. net. 

• He is an American psychologist and neurologist whose work is quite un
known in this country. He has written an important and daring book. a 
very stimulating book. He bas thrown down challenges which many may 
consider outrageous,'-Sahwday R.IIiftI. 

The Child's Conception of the World. By Jean Piagel, 
Professor at the University at Geneva. lZS. 6d. net. 

• The child·mind has been largely an untapped region. Prof....,r Piaget 
bas made a serious and effective drive ioto this area. and has succeeded in 
marking in a considerable outline of the actual facts. They are of ioterest 
to all who want- to understand children. We know of no other source from 
which the same insight can be obt:ained. ·-MomMsl# GlfGrdio", 

Colour and Colour Theories. By Christiftll Ladd·F,,,fIklin. 
With 9 coloured plates, IZS. 6li. net. 

I This Is a collection of tile various papers in which Mrs. Ladd-Franklin has 
set ont her theory of colour-vision-one of the best-known attempts to 
m.ake a consistent story out of this tangle of mysterious phenomena. Her 
Cheory is olle of the most ingenious and comprehensive that has been put 
Iol;Ward.'-Ti .... LiIIra.,. S .. ~. 

The Psychology of Philosophers. By,,,",,,,", Herrb.rg, 
PIt.D. lOS. 6d. net. 

• It has been left for him tn expound the points in whieb the psycbolO8Y 
[of phllosoJ:hers] appears to diller both from that of /._ .. .,............, 

::.!.~:'t a::fpr::: ~s~S ~~th~of c!::iou!\~t~ at:::; 
SwHI-· 

Creative Imagination: Studies in the Psychology of Literature. 
By J ..... E. D-...y. Professor of Psychology in the University 
of Wyoming. los. 6d. net. 

• This is an a1tngether delightful book. Her psycboI08Y is not of the 
dissecting-room type that destroys what it analySes. The au.thor"s 0_ 
prose has a bigh Iitenuy quality. while she brings to ber subject origiDa1ity 
and breadth of "' ... .'-BirMi"'_ PwI. 
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The Art of Interrogation. By E. R. Hamillon, M.A., B.sc., 
Lecturer in Education, University College of North Wales. 
Introduction by Professor C. Sptarman, F.R.$. 7S. 6d. net. 

• His practical advice is of the utmost possible- value, and his book is to 
be recommended not only to teachers but to all parents who take auy 
interest in the education of their children. It sets out tint principles with 
lucidity and fairness, and is stimalating.'-Saturday Rwi..,. 

The Growth of Reason: a Study of Verbal Activity. By 
Frank Lorimer, Lecturer in SociaJ Theory, Wellesley College. 
lOS. 6d. net. 

• A valuable book in which the relation of social to organic factors in thought 
development is traced, the argument being that while animals may live 
well by instinct, and primitive communities by culture patterns, civiliza
tion can live ~eIl oaly by symbols and logic.'-La_. 

The Trauma of Birth. By Otw Rank. lOS. 6d. net. 
• His thesis asserts that the neurotic patient is still shrinking fTom the paiD 
of his OWD birth. This motive of the birth trauma Dr. Rank followsiD maoy 
aspects, psychological. medical. and cultural. He sees it as the root of 
religion. art,. and philosophy. There can be no doubt of the illumination 
which D1". RaDk·. thesis caD cast OD the neurotic psyche.'-Ti".., LitnlW1 
s.pP'-. 
Biological Principles. By J. H. Woodger, B.Sc., Reader in 

Biology in the University of London. 215. net, 
• The task Mr. Woodger has undertaken must bave been ftl}' difficult and 
laborious. but he may be congratulatedoD tb~""ult.·-MlI1IeMS"" Gva,tli.,.. 
• ~o biologist who really wishes to face fundamental problema ohou.Id omit 
to read it."-NatMr •• 

Principles of Experimental Psychology, By H. Pieron, 
Professor at the College de France. lOS. 6d. net. 

• T ..... ting psycbology as the science of reactious. Profesoor Pio!rou fUll"" 
over tlJe whole field in a masterly rMum~. We do not know of aoy geoeral 
work on the subject which is so completely mortem in its outlook. As aD 
introduction to the whole subject his book appean to us very valuabJe: 
Ti .... Liter"", SUPP_. 

The Statistical Method in Economics and Political Science. 
By P. Sargant Florence, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Commerce 
in the University of Birmingham. 25s. net. 

• It sums up the work olaD the bPstauthorities. but most of it iB tbeauthor". 
own. is fresh. original. stimulating. aDd written in that lucid atyle that ODe 
has been led to expect from him. Its breadtb and tboroogbneso .... 
remarkable. for it is very much more than a mere text-book on statistical 
method. ·-NaI..,.. 

Human Speech. By Sir Ridtard Pagel, BI., FJnst.P. With 
numerous illustrations. 255. net. 

• Theteisa unique fascination about a realJy original piece of reaearch. The 
process of detecting ODe of Natwe's secrets constitutes an adventure of the 
mind almost as thrilling to tad as to experience. It is such aD adventure 
that Sir Richard Paget describes. The gist of the tbeory is that ~ 
is a gesture of the mouth. and more especially of the tongue. We feel that 
.... can banIIy pnoise it too bigbly.'-r; ..... Li ... "", S~. 
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The Foundations of Geometry and Induction. By Jea" 
NiCOll., Introduction by Bertrand Rus~ell, F.R.S. 16s. net. 

, Anyone on first ..... ding these two essays might he tempted to underrate 
them. but further study would show him his mistake. and convince him that 
the death of their author at the age of thirty has been a most serious 1018 
to modem pbilosophy.'-J_ of PAilosopAiC<tl SlNdiu. 

Pleasure and Instinct: a Study in the Psychology of Human 
Action. By A. H. B. Alleft. laS. 6d. net. 

'An eminently dear and readable mooograph 00 the much_ssed 
problem &f the nature of pleasure and unpleasunt. Since this work 
ampli& .. lOme of the most important aspects of general p5}'chology, the 
~=t~i:~:'::lul to read in amjunctioo with IUa _t-hook.'-

Histtiry of Chinese Political Thought, during the early Tsin 
,Period. By Liang Chi-Chao. With 2 portraits, 105. 6d. net. 

:fhi.~~~::,l:,"':~~8!~=ed~~~~i:~and~~~:' 
d .... m. and trumpets of the prolessiooa1 poIiticiaos, this great scholar's 
exposition of the political foundations of the oldest civilization in the world 
comes like the deep note of some ancient temple heII.'-Ti ..... Limary 
S~. 

Five Types of Ethical Theory. By C. D. Broad, LiIt.D., 
Lecturer at Trinity College, cambridge. 16s. net. 

• A hook on ethics by Dr. Broad is bound to he ...,)come to all lovers of dear 

=~~~he;=:~~~~~.:!.t~"hl."~~~~~~==:::' 
eminent lucidity of thought and statement, senme detachment from 
irrelevant prejudices. '-NiNa 

The Nature of Life. By Eug ... io RigMroo, Professor of 
Philosophy in the University of Milan. '/So 6d. net. 

• In this learned and urssting study he has e1eboroted the argoments of 
th_ biologists who have seen in the activities of the simplest organisms 
purposive movements i~red by trial and ......... and fon:shadowing the 

~~~:'~~"[t-=-$'!t:~~~:: --The MenIal Development of the Child. By Katl BiiIIIer, 
Professor in the University of Vienna. 8s. 6d. net. 

• He summari ... in a masterly _y all that .... he .... really learoed 80 Jar 
~bout the mental development of tho child. Few psychologists show • 
Judgment 110 Cbol and so free from the bias of preconceiwd theories. He 
takes us Witb r=etrating commentsthro1l8hthesillyaae.thecbim~ 
s~ 0 the srabher, the toddl .. , the babbler.'-TitIWS L*-'7· 

The Child's Conception of Physical Causality~ By J-
Pinglt, Professor at the UniveJ:Slty of Geneva. us. 6d. net. 

'Dewlops further his _Iuahle work. Here he en""" __ to uri .... at 
lOme idea of the child's notions of the reasoas behind. movemeot. a.od beD.ce 
to c:on'5ider its primitive system of physics. His results are libly to prove 
.... Iul in the study 01 the psycholO!!ical history of the human race. and in 
the understanding of primitive peoples. lIS _ as that of the child. His 
method is adlDirable.'~ R_ 
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Integrative Psychology: a Study of Unit Response. By 
William M. Marston, C. Daly King, and Elizabeth H. Marston. 
2IS. net. 

f Here is a daring attempt to explain personality in terms of physiology. 
It might seem that in such an attempt the authors must have slighted 
personality. It is found, however. that they have magnified its importance. 
To deal adequately with the long and admirably co-ordinated argument 
of this book is impossible, and it must suffice to refer all who desire that 
psychology sball be placed on a scientific basis to the book itself.' -Satu,day 
Review. ' 

Eidetic Iniagery, and the Typological Method. By E. R. 
] aensch, Professor in the University of Marburg. 7s. 6d. net. 

· While the work of Professor J aeusch is well-known to psychologists and 
educationalists, it is too little known to pbysicians. An excellent translation 
recently published leaves DO excuse for ignorance of a subject as important 
as it is interesting. . . . The author epitomizes much of the recent 
work on these fascinating topics:-Lanut. 

The Laws of Feeling. By F. Paulhan. Translated by C. K. 
Ogden. ros. 6d. net. 

• It is strange that so important a contribution to our knowledge of feeling 
and emotion should have suffered neglect. The main thesis that the author 
advances is that all feeling. even pleasure and pain, and all emotion are due 
to the arrest of tendencies.'--StUtwday RnUw. 

The Psychology of Intelligence and Will. By H. G. WyaJt. 
12S. 6(1. net. 

'Its value lies, not merely in the analysis of volitional consciousness and the 
de1i.nite relation of wiD-process i:n its highest form of free initiative to the 
capacity for relational thinking in its most creative aspect, but in the 
reasoned cballenge which it makes to all forms of mechanistic psychology.' 
- J ""mal of PhilosophieaJ Studies. . 

The Concentric Method, in the Diagnosis of the Psycho
neurotic. By M. Laignel-Lavastine, Associate-Professor of 
the Paris Medical Faculty. With 8 illustrations. lOS. 6<1. net. 

• This book emphasizes the physiological aspects of the psychoneuroses 
which are liable to be overlooked or altogether neglected. and it will certainly 
be read with advantage by those concerned with the treatment of psycho
neurotic patients:-B";Iish MMliC4l joumtJl. 

The Foundations of Mathematics and other logical Essays. 
By F. P. Ramsey. . Edited by R. B. BraithuJaite, 
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Preface by G.E. Moore, 
Litt. D., Professor of Mental Philosophy and Logic in the 
University of Cambridge. 15s. net. 

· His work on mathematical logic seems to me the most important that bas 
appeared since .Wittgenstein's Traetal1l$ Logit;o-PllilosO/Jhicvs:-Bertrand 
Russell, in MifUl. • I recommend it as being at once more exciting and more 
fruitfu)thanth.moresustainedtheorizingofmaturerphilosoph ..... ·~_. 

The Philosophy of the Unconscious. By E. VOl! Hartmalflf. 
Introduction by C. K. Ogden. 15s. net. 

• The reprint of 80 famous a book in • cheap and accessible medium is a 
boon which should not be accepted ungraciously. Mr. Ogden contributes 
a short but suggestive iDtroduction:-Ti ..... LiUr"", svpp_. 
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The Psychololll' of Men of Genius. By E. K~etsch_, 
Professor in the University of Marburg. With 42 plates, ISS. net: 

· We are grateful for a deeply interesting and illuminating survey of the 
problem.'-Jo,,_ of N.lWology. • A fascinating study whicb illuminatllS 
on almost every' page some new comer of biographical history. Much 
learning is used, and instead of writing many books the author has con .. 
centrated a life-time of study into one:-Moming Post. 

Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy. By 
E. Zeller. Thirteenth Edition completely· revised by Dr. 
W. Nestle. ISS. net. . 

• Thie new edition of a classical work on the history of philosophy will be 
of great use to the student and not less as a handy manual to the specialists. 
V\te find masterly essays on the pre~socrati.c thinkers. a succinct review of 
Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy, with a clear survey of Hellenistic 
and Roman philOsophers and N..,..platonism.'-PhilosophM. 

The Primitive Mind and Modern Civilization. By 
C. R. Aldrich. Introduction by B. Mali1lmJ)ski, Professor of 
Anthropology in the University of London. Foreword by 
C. G. Jung. us. 6d. net. 

• He has tried to ebow how far the peycbology of the savage is alive and 
operative in modem civilization. and to offer adequate psychological 
explanations of manners and customs seemingly irrational or superstitious. 
N~=~~;':C:~~ ingenuity and a wide knowledge of the vast 

The Psychology of Children's Drawings. from the First Stroke 
to the Coloured Drawing. By Helga Eng. With 8 coloured 
plates and numerous line illustrations, us. 6d. net. 

~~:u.~ ~~~~~~ :~a:.;..~ ~tai~~/;e:t,t!:'i':h~~~:f!: 
reproductions of the original sketches. In the second part Dr. Eng discusses 
these otages more fully and tracee their development and peycbology. Thie 
is the most valuable contribution of her book.'-M_""G_tli .... 

The Theory of Legislation. By J~emy Bentham. Edited, with 
an Introduction and Notes by C. K. Ogdm. 7s. 6d. net. 

• Emphatically a book thet every political student ebould possess and keep 
for c::onstant reference.·-EUIf')'tJI4II. • A handsome edition of one of the 
great classics of social scienco,·-Lu....,. GtoiU. • Thie book .. conIially 
recommended to the legal profession.'--La!o J-. 
Invention and the Unconscious. By J. M. MOfItmassOft. 

Translated, with an Introduction, by Dr. H. Staff~d Hatfield. 
ISS. net. 

• His informatlve and stimulating essay, in which be first examines many 
discoveries in the sci.eutifi..c and mechaDical field. and then considers 
~. how the _ouo mind may bring inventione to birth.'-

The Mind and its Body: the Foundations of Psychology. By 
C/taJoUs FO%. Lecturer on Education in the University of Cam
bridge. lOS. 6d. net. 

• Thewholefieldofpeycbology"""oiewedwithcandonr. It will load many 
to review their basic concepts and some to _ that psychology bas 
oomething to add to our undotSWlding of the _kings of the body.'
L-. 
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The Social Life of Monkevs and Apes. By S. Zuckerman, 
D.Sc., M.R.C.s. With 24 plates, 15s. net. 

· A graphic and frank account of the amazing doings of the baboons he 
watched. It is DO exaggeration to claim that the book marks the beginning 
of a new epoch in the study of a subject which is the essential foundation of 
the biological approach to sociology.'-Sunday Times. . 

The Development of the Sexual Impulses. By R. E. MtfMJ-
Kyrle, author of The Meaning of Sacrifice. lOS. 6d. net. 

'Dr. Money-Kyrle has developed his theme with exceptional insight and 
sense C!f proportion. Students who wish to know what psycho-.analysis 
really lDlplies could hardly find a more stimulating iDtroduction.'-Tim. .. 
LiteYary Supplement. 

Con~titution.Types in Delinquency. By W. A. Willems., 
WIth 32 plates, 15s. net. . . 

• A valuable book which students of delinquency cannot a:flord to ignore.' 
-Ti .... s Lilnary Stlpp_t. 'A great deal of valuable material for the 
criminologist.'-Bra;", 

Menclus on the Mind. By I. A. Richa,ds, author of 
Principles of Literary Criticism. lOS. 6d. net. 

'His very interesting and suggestive book. He takes certain passag .. 
from Mencius and attempts a literal rendering. as an introduction to hie 
general theme, the diffic~lty'Gf translation.'-New Statesman. 

The Sciences of Man in the Making. By Professor E. A. 
Kirkpatrick. 15s. net. 

• Introduces the reader to scientific method and to the points of view of 
anthropology and ethnology, of physiology and hygiene, of eugenics and 
euthenics, of economic and political science, of sociology and education, 
of religion and ethics.' - J oumal of EdvcaliOfl. 

The Psychology of Consciousness. By C. Daly King. 
Introduction by Dr. W.M.Marston. 125. 6d. net. 

• He has a light touch, but before bringing forward his own thesis be discusses 
the various schools of thought, including the pSYCbODic theory. He argues 
that what they study is really a branch 01 physiology. The only real 
psychology is to investigate consciousness.'-Bif1ningham Post. 

The Psychology of Animals, in Relation to Human Psychology. 
By F. Alverdes, Professor at Marburg University. 95. net. 

· May be thoroughly recommended. as a cl~ and simple introduction to 
the study 01 animal behaviour from the psychological point of view: 
-SciefJu Progress. 

The Gestalt Theory. and -the Problem of Configuration. By 
Bruno Petermann. Illustrated, 15s. net. 

· In the book before us Dr. Petermann has set himself to examine practically 
the whole gestalt literature, and has produced what is not oo1y an exceeding .. 
ly.usefulsummary but an acute critique:-Timu Lilnrwy s~. 

The Theory of Fictions. By jet"emy Bentham. ·Edited, with 
an Introduction and Notes, by C. K. Ogden. us. 6d. net. 

· A thorough study of it will prove it to be a mine of information. Mr. 
Ogden has done a real service to philosophy by publisbing this book, which 
will be considered by many as a revelation.' -N lIItw •. 
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Ethical Relativity. ByE.A. Wes~rck, Ph.D.,Han.LL.D., 
author Ilf it History of Human Marriage. I2S. 6d. net. 

, This very important work. • • • It is of great advantage to have his 
theoretical doctrine in this 8e~arate and considered form. In these days it 
is a refteshment to have a wnter who attempts to throw light on right and 
wrong by tracing them back to their origin,'-Mam/usUr Gua,dia". 

The Spirit of Language in Civilization. By K. VossUr. 
Z2S. 6d. net. 

, Even if this chapter [on language communities] stood alone the book 
would be well worth reading. The remainder discusses the relation of 
language and religion. of language and science, and of language and poetry. 
His work is full of tine thingo.' -M aflcMsIw GtulrdiafJ. 

The Moral Judgment of the Child. By JoanPiaget, Professor 
at the University of Geneva. us. 6d. net. 

t In this, the. most brilliant and persuasive of Professor Piaget's studies of 
the child '8 mind, we are led from a consideration of the game of marbles 
and its rules to a new psychology and a new pedagogy.'-NetII SIaUsmMI. 

The Nature of I..earning. By Professor GoorgeHumphrey"M.A.., 
Ph.D. ISS. net. 

· A stimulating review of recent investigation into the physiology of psycho
logy.'-N"" S~... . A deeply interesting book.'-Milld. 

The Dynamics of Education. By Hilda Taba. Introduction 
by W. H. Kilpatrick, Professor at Columbia University. ros. 6d. 
net. 

t Where ahe -empba.sizes the importance of group action, the book is of 
exceptional value. The sphere of conduct is treated. with the same dis-
pass10nate comprehension. -Stnltltay TiMU. . 

The Individual and the Community. By Won K"," Liao, 
M.A.., Ph.D. ISS. net. 

• His 5uhject is the contrast of legalism and moralism. • . • Particularly 
valuable is the account given of SUIl Yat..&:D.. The book is noticeable. 
not merely as a piece of philosophy. but as a clue to the present mind of 
China.. '-M.tiWsIn G_nli .... 

Crime, Law, and Social Science. By J"- Michael, 
Professor of Law in Columbia University, and Morti....,. J . .A.tller. 
ISS. net. 

• The book is important. Dot only on account of its erudition. but because 
01 its general conclusions which are highly con_versial. They assert 
that there is no sciCUC8 of criminology • • !-Luu.... 

Dynamic Social Research. By JoIo .. J. HfIiW and EdtUml C. 
Liu-... us. 6d. net. 

Speech Disorders: a Psychological Study. By 5"'8 5liftdtJield, 
Ph.D. With 8 plates, ISS. net. 

The Nature of Mathematics: a Critical Survey. By Mas 
. 8l4ck. los. 6d. net. 
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